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6. Abstract (300 words):
Based on other work on Ambient Learning City and Policy 2.0, as part of the LearnerGenerated Contexts Research Group, we developed the idea that for a city to
become participatory there also needs to be a process whereby citizens can generate
their own contexts; and for them to be active within existing local political processes.
Based on our work with MediaCitizens in helping learners generating their own contexts
for learning, and with People's Voice Media in creating Digital Cabinets of Curiosities in
Ambient Learning City we developed a process whereby citizen-generated contexts,
using social media and other Web 2.0 tools, could become a mediating process (or
platform) between neighbourhoods and local governments. Given both the alienation
from, and lack of understanding of, local political processes by (now smart-phone
wielding) citizens there seems to be a real opportunity to capture local stories through
social media, and use them to drive local politics. However a structured process, or
platform, to capture this does not exist, and we think a citizen-generated contexts
model might supply one.
Smart phones usually end up being used as "fantastic technology" (Koolhaas) for
amusement and diversion rather than also being structured elements of a participatory

political process. It is curious that the collection of tools that O'Reilly named Web 2.0 in
2002, which allowed for new "architectures of participation" to be built, have mostly
resulted in increasingly "frictionless" consumption behaviours. Many recent local
initiatives, both facilitated by new technology, such as meetups, flash mobs and
Occupy, and deeper concerns such as Transition Towns, ignore & bypass traditional
political processes, which continue unchanged.
This paper argues that citizen-generated contexts can be produced through a
combination of local media organisations, activist smart citizens and a degree of
political awareness which can transform neighbourhood politics in newly mediated
cities.
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